NEW
Marson®
Integra-Fuse™ IF-1
Rivet Installation Tool

Marson is making installation easier than ever with the new Marson® Integra-Fuse™ (IF-1) Installation Tool. It's the one-and-only tool needed for single-pull installations of all blind rivets and structural blind fasteners from 3/16" to 1/4". The secret to the IF-1’s unique versatility is its stroke, the longest in the industry – 1.125". Regardless of fastener brand, size or material, the IF-1 gets it done.

FEATURES:
• One integral front end – no need to buy additional front end assemblies or switch them out during installation
• Simple change of the nose tip accommodates multiple diameters
• Capacity: 3/16" - 1/4"
• Stroke length: 1.125" (28.575 mm)
• Pulling force: 4,600 lbs. (20.5 kN)
• Weight: 4.8 lbs. (2.177 kg)

PART NO.: M39075

One tool. One pull. Consider it done.

SPECIAL TRADE IN OFFER — $795.00 with any rivet tool trade in
NON TRADE IN SPECIAL — $950.00
Call today to order 1.800.366.0489